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QUICK CONNECT STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates generally to a construction system for design of framework

structures in the construction and manufacturing industries. In particular, this invention

relates to an easy quick connect structural system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Prefabricated structures are buildings or structures that are constructed from standard

sections that are manufactured off-site in advance and then shipped and assembled at the

desired final location . Structural framing systems are found in the construction industry,

agricultural/landscaping industry, home improvements industry and the toy industry.

Mainly due to transportation difficulties, current designs for prefabricated structures

are generally limited in size and the final structure is not readily expandable.

While various prior designs for prefabricated structures have some degree of isolated

merit, none fully meets all the objectives of providing a structural system that is long lasting,

structurally strong, easy t o construct, readily expandable and portable.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An objective of the present invention is t o provide a easy quick connect structural

system that is long lasting, structurally strong, easy t o construct, readily expandable and

portable.

In one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a framing system with several

easy-to-connect components and accessories. The present invention provides a versatile

structural framing system that is useful for framing design projects quickly and efficiently and

which is easily expandable.

Advantages of the present invention are that the framework is readily expandable,

systematic and relatively quick to install . With an embodiment of the present invention many

rectangular building envelope and interior room design enclosures can be readily constructed .

Embodiments of the present invention are strong, durable and easy t o maintain (repair or

replace). Components of the present system are interchangeable and fully snap-in

components for framing and enclosing structures. In an embodiment of the present invention,

a full turnkey building shell can be readily completed by matching the expandable framing with

interconnecting, finishing and compatible exterior/interior sandwich wall panels and

interlocking accessories.



The system of the present invention comprises prefabricated components for framing

and walls. Component strength; conformity; and installation ease is increased while material

waste is reduced .

In accordance with an aspect of the present invention there is provided an elongate

rectangular prism frame member, having a first end and a second end longitudinally opposed

thereto, the frame member having four external walls and four corners, the frame member

further comprising: a corner groove situated at each corner, said corner groove running axially

along the frame member and spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o

the second end; a central hollow longitudinal chamber, having four surrounding internal walls,

said central chamber spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o the

second end; at least one hollow longitudinal sub-trade chamber off-center of the central

chamber, said sub-trade chamber spanning the length of the frame member from the first end

t o the second end; at least one outer main channel positioned in the center of any one of the

external walls of the frame member, said outer main channel spanning the length of the frame

member from the first end t o the second end; a pair of stub-nosed channels flanking each at

least one outer main channel, said pair of stub-nosed channels spanning the length of the

frame member from the first end t o the second end; a pair of opposed claw assemblies

flanking each corner groove, said pair of opposed claw assemblies spanning the length of the

frame member from the first end t o the second end; wherein each one of the pair of claw

assemblies comprises a finger-grip and an opposed thumb-lock.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention there is provided a rod-like

snap-in perpendicular connector designed and configured to snap-in and secure, in a

perpendicular arrangement, a first elongate rectangular prism frame member having a thumb-

lock grip and an adjacent corner groove, and a standard wall panel having a first wall and an

opposed second wall, said rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector comprising: an insert end

designed and configured to mate with the first frame member; and an opposed anchor end

designed and configured to snap-in, mate, and brace the standard wall panel t hrough contact

with either one of the first wall and the second wall; wherein the insert end comprises a knife-

edge probe and an adjacent spaced apart toe-hold and wherein the toe hold is designed and

configured to slide-in and mate with the thumb-lock grip of the first frame member and the

knife-edge probe is designed and configured for insertion into the corner groove of the first

frame member.

In another aspect of the invention there is provided a custom reinforcement bracket

designed and configured to securely bind together a plurality of elongate rectangular prism

frame members said reinforcement bracket comprising: a planar base plate; a plurality of guide

tabs spaced apart for receiving and guiding one of the plurality of frame members, said

plurality of guide tabs projecting upwards from the base plate; a plurality of raised dimples

spaced apart on the base plate, said raised dimples for receiving and securing the one of the



plurality of frame members; at least one flute spanning the base plate, said at least one flute

for increased structural strength of the base plate.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention there is provided a custom

reinforcement eight-way bracket designed and configured to securely bind together eight rail

members, said eight rail members extending out from a centre point of the custom

reinforcement eight-way bracket, said custom reinforcement eight-way bracket comprising: an

outer diameter; a lock location diameter less than the outer diameter; a plurality of guide tabs

equally spaced apart around the outer diameter, said one of said plurality of guide tabs

projecting upwards at a right angle t o the plane of the custom reinforcement eight-way

bracket; a plurality of raised triangular dimples equally spaced apart around the lock location

diameter and each one of the plurality of raised triangular dimples in line with one of the

plurality of guide tabs and wherein an apex of each one of the plurality of triangular locking

dimples points toward the centre point of the custom reinforcement eight-way bracket; a star

patterned flute, having at least eight rays, projects outward from the centre point of the

custom reinforcement eight-way bracket; a plurality of through-holes spaced apart around

each one of the plurality of raised triangular dimples.

In accordance with another aspect of the present invention there is provided kit for a easy

quick connect structural system for constructing framework structures comprising: a plurality

of elongate rectangular prism frame members; a plurality of snap-in perpendicular connectors;

and a plurality of custom reinforcement brackets designed and configured to securely bind

together a selection of the plurality of the frame members.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be further understood from the following description with

reference to the accompanying drawings of a representative easy quick connect structural

system according to the invention, in which all views are schematic and may not be to scale.

FIG. 1, in an exploded front perspective view, illustrates a easy quick connect structural system

of the present invention .

FIG. 2A, in a perspective end and side view, illustrates a sample frame member of the present

invention .

FIG. 2B, in an end elevation view, there is illustrated in the sam ple frame member of FIG. 2A.

FIG. 3A, in a partially exploded end elevation view, there is illustrated the sample frame

member of FIGs. 2A and 2B coupled to a first standard wall panel .

FIG. 3B, in an end elevation view, illustrates the assembly of FIG. 3A.

FIG. 3C, in a top elevation view, there is illustrated, the assembly of FIG. 3A and 3B coupled to

a second standard wall panel .



FIG. 4A, in a perspective top view, there is illustrated there is illustrated a custom

reinforcement corner bracket of an embodiment of the present invention .

FIG. 4B, in a perspective side view, there is illustrated the custom reinforcement corner bracket

of FIG. 4A.

FIG. 5A, in a perspective top view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement t-bracket of an

embodiment of the present invention .

FIG. 5B, in a perspective side view, there is illustrated the custom reinforcement t-bracket of

FIG. 5A.

FIG. 6A, in a perspective top view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement three-way

bracket of an embodiment of the present invention .

FIG. 6B, in a perspective side view, there is illustrated the custom reinforcement three-way

bracket of FIG. 6A.

FIG. 7A, in a perspective top view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement eight-way

bracket 270 of an embodiment of the present invention .

FIG. 7B, in a perspective side view, there is illustrated the custom reinforcement eight-way

bracket of FIG. 7A

FIG. 7C, in a perspective top and side view, there is illustrated, a front custom reinforcement

eight-way bracket of an embodiment of the present invention in use to secure a plurality of

rails.

FIG. 8A, in a perspective top view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement five-point

bracket of an embodiment of the present invention .

FIG. 8B, in a perspective side view, there is illustrated, the custom reinforcement five-point

bracket of FIG.8A.

FIG. 9A, in a perspective top view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement cross bracket of

an embodiment of the present invention

FIG. 9B, in a perspective side view, there is illustrated, the custom reinforcement cross bracket

of FIG. 9A.

FIG. 10, in a front elevation view, there is illustrated a super structure of an embodiment of the

present invention .

FIG. 11, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a ledge insert inserted into the

sample frame member 10 of FIG. 2B.



FIG. 12A, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a hinge flap of an

embodiment of the present invention .

FIG. 12B, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated the hinge flap of FIG. 12A

mounted into a first frame member of an embodiment of the present invention to form a left

hinge element.

FIG. 12C, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a second hinge flap of

mounted into a second frame member of an embodiment of the present invention to form a

right hinge element.

FIG. 12D, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a hinge assembly comprising

the left hinge element of FIG. 12B set side-by-side to the right hinge element of FIG. 12C.

In the drawings, preferred embodiments of the easy quick connect structural system

according to the invention are illustrated by way of example. It is t o be understood that the

description and drawings are only for the purpose of illustration and as an aid to

understanding, and are not intended to be a constraint on the limits of the invention .

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

Referring to FIG. 1, in an exploded front perspective view, there is illustrated an

embodiment of the easy quick connect structural system 1 of the present invention . The

system 1 comprises a plurality of elongate frame members 101 which, in the final structure,

may be arranged either horizontally or vertically with respect to each other. The plurality of

frame members 101 are designed and configured to mate in either of an end-to-end linear

arrangement or in a perpendicular arrangement with any other one of the plurality of frame

members 101 using a variety of snap-in connectors (discussed below). For example, the frame

members may be arranged as a rectangular wall unit having top and bottom frame members

and a plurality of spaced apart vertical frame members aligned between the top and bottom

frame members so as t o provide support for a wall . At least one rectangular panel element

116 is supported within the cavity defined by the top and bottom frame members and a

neighboring pair of two of the plurality of vertical frame members. The plurality of frame

members may be arranged in a planar horizontal rectangular pattern so as t o form a floor or

roofing support element 112 t o support a roof (not shown) or to support further frame

members so as t o allow expansion of the structure in three-dimensions.

Sample frame member

Referring to FIG. 2A, in a perspective end and side view, and FIG. 2B, in an end

elevation view, there is illustrated in detail a sample frame member 10 selected, for illustration

purposes, from the plurality of frame members 101 of the present invention . The sample

frame member 10 is designed and configured as a rectangular prism having a first end 18 and a



second end 20 longitudinally opposed thereto. Everywhere along the longitudinal length of the

sample frame member 10, the transverse cross-section is nominally a rectangle. The overall

outer dimensions of the sample frame member 10 are chosen t o closely correspond t o the

external dimensions of standard steel pipes and tubes that are available in the ind ustry. For

example, in one embodiment of the invention the sample frame member 10 has nominal

external dimensions of H3.0 in . x W1.5 in . The cross-section of the sample frame member 10

may be rectangular as shown in FIG . 2A and 2B or square (not shown) . Typically, the plurality

of frame members 101 are manufactured by extrusion using various materials including: steel,

aluminum, plastic, and rubber, and are provided in various standard lengths. Each design form

for the snap-in frame member can be produced in any size depending on the structural

requirements. All snap-in frame members are of universal design thus making any horizontal

or vertical frame members interchangeable. The only differentiation among any of the snap-in

frame members is the span length which will be determined by the structural capacity

requirements of the building design in accordance with a structural engineer's loading design

requirements. The various design mold shapes and sizes of the snap-in frame members

provide the required structural capacity for many approved building designs by using the

minimum amount of materials and therefore saving on material waste.

A number of design features have been included in each of the plurality of frame

members 101 t o enhance the strength and utility of each of the plurality of frame members

101 compared t o the strength and utility of standard hollow rectangular pipes or tubes. For

example, as illustrated in FIGs. 2A and 2B, for the sample frame member 10, the sample frame

member 10 is provided with a central hollow longitudinal chamber 9 spanning the length of the

sample frame member 10, said central chamber 9 defined by 4 surrounding internal walls (4, 5,

6, 7) each of which spans the length of the sample frame member 10. The 4 surrounding

internal walls (4, 5, 6, 7 ) provide support and stability t o the sample frame member 10 along

the full length thereof. Depending upon the load requirements of the final structure, the

central chamber 9 is filled with concrete or other similar material in order t o provide further

structural strength . Further, if required, an internal longitudinal brace (not shown) is slid into

the central chamber 9 from either end of the sample frame member 10 t o add further support

t o the assembled structure.

At least one hollow longitudinal sub-trade chamber 2 1 is provided off-center of the

central chamber 9 . The at least one sub-trade chamber 2 1 spans the full axial length of the

sample frame member 10 and lends support thereto t hrough its defining walls. Any one of the

at least one sub-trade chamber 2 1 may be filled with concrete or a brace t o add further

structural support to the sample frame member 10. Any one of the at least one sub-trade

chamber 2 1 provides available space for accom modating sub-trade installations.

At the midpoint along each external wall of the sample frame member 10 there is

provided an outer main channel (27, 28, 29, and 30). Each outer main channel (27, 28, 29,and

30), runs axially along the longitudinal axis of the sample frame member 10 and spans the



entire length of the sample frame member 10 from the first end 18 t o the second end 20. Each

outer main channel (27, 28, 29, and 30) is designed and configured t o slidably accept a wheel

assembly available in the industry. Further, each outer main chan nel (27, 28, 29, and 30) is

dimensioned and configured t o slidably accept a number of improved connection components

(discussed below).

Each outer main channel (27, 28, 29, and 30) is flanked on either side by stub-nosed

channels (32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44 and 46). Each of the stub-nosed channels (32, 34, 36, 38,

40, 42, 44 and 46) runs axially along the longitudinal axis of the sample frame member 10 and

spans the full length thereof.

Where two neighbouring stub-nosed channels meet orthogonally, there is provided a

pair of opposed claw assemblies (51, 53, 55, and 57) separated by a corner groove (52, 54, 56,

and 58). For illustration purposes, said corner groove (52, 54, 56, and 58) is situated at the top

left, top right, bottom right, and bottom left corner, respectively, of the sample frame member

10 when the frame member 10 is viewed in transverse cross-section in an end elevation view.

Each corner groove (52, 54, 56, and 58) runs axially along the full longitudinal length of the

sample frame member 10.

Each one of the pair of claw assemblies (51, 53, 55, and 57) comprises a finger-grip (31,

41, 33, 43, 35, 45, 37, and 47) and an opposed thumb-lock grip (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and

18). Each thumb-lock grip (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18) and each finger-grip (31, 41, 33,

43, 35, 45, 37, and 47) runs axially along the longitudinal axis of the sample frame member 10

and spans the entire length of the sample frame member 10 from the first end 18 t o the

second end 20. The intersection of the thumb-lock grip (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18) and

the neighboring finger-grip (31, 41, 33, 43, 35, 45, 37, and 47) provides available space for

insertion of connection components as described below.

It is expressly understood that the arrangement and naming of the elements of the

frame member 10 as depicted in the figures is for illustration only and should not be construed

t o limit the geometrical arrangement of the various elements of the invention . Various

geometrical and spatial arrangements of the elements and the means of connecting the

elements are possible.

Snap-in and slide-in connection components

The present invention provides various snap-in and slide-in connection components

that facilitate the connection of snap-in frame members together or t o other components such

as wall panels (for example) using a friction locking design without the need for extra fastening

elements such as screws or nails.

Coupling of a wall panel to a frame mem



Referring to FIG. 3A, there is illustrated, in a partially exploded end elevation view, and

FIG. 3B, in an end elevation view, the sample frame member 10 (of FIGs. 2A and 2B) coupled to

a first standard wall panel 6 1 having a first inside wall 62 and an outside wall 68 by use of a first

rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector 70 such that the sample frame member 10 is secured

perpendicularly to the first wall panel 61. The sample frame member 10 is selected, for

illustrations purposes, from the plurality of frame members 101 and has all of the attributes

thereof. The first snap-in perpendicular connector 70 is designed and configured to provide a

secure snap-in link for the mating of any one of the plurality of frame members 101 t o the first

wall panel 61. The first snap-in perpendicular connector 70 has a first insert end 7 1 and an

opposed first anchor end 72. The first insert end 7 1 comprises two components, namely, a first

knife-edge probe 73 and an adjacent spaced-apart first toe hold 74. In practice, the first toe

hold 74 is inserted at an oblique angle under the t humb-lock grip 11 of the sample frame

member 10 and then the first anchor end 72 is eased towards the first inside wall 62 of the first

wall panel 6 1 such that the first anchor end 72 communicates with and stabilizes the first wall

panel 61. Simultaneously with the easing of the first anchor end 72 towards the first inside

wall 62, the first knife edge probe 73 is slidingly inserted into the corner groove 52 of the

sample frame member 10 thereby locking the first perpendicular connector 70 t o the sample

frame member 10 and stabilizing the first wall panel 6 1 t o the sample frame member 10.

For increased stability of the assembly, a second rod-like snap-in perpendicular

connector 75 having a second insert end 76 and an opposed second anchor end 77 is used . The

second perpendicular connector 75 is identical in construction to the first perpendicular

connector 70. The second insert end 76 comprises two components, namely, a second knife-

edge probe 78 and an adjacent spaced-apart second toe hold 79. In practice, the second toe

hold 79 is inserted at an oblique angle under the thumb-lock grip 13 of the sample frame

member 10 and then the second anchor end 77 is eased towards the outside wall 63 of the

wall panel 6 1 such that the second anchor end 77 communicates with and stabilizes the first

wall panel 61. Simultaneously with the easing of the second anchor end 77 towards the first

outside wall 63, the second knife edge probe 78 is slidingly inserted into the corner groove 54

of the sample frame member 10 thereby locking the second perpendicular connector 75 t o the

sample frame member 10 and stabilizing the first wall panel 6 1 t o the sample frame member

10.

Corner coupling

With one wall panel stabilized against a frame member as in FIGs. 3A and 3B it is

possible t o secure a second standard wall panel 64, having a second inside wall 65 and a

second outside wall 66, t o the sample frame member 10 such that the first wall panel 6 1 and

the second wall panel 64 are arranged perpendicularly to each other with the sample frame

member 10 anchored at the apex.



Referring to FIG. 3C, there is illustrated, in a top elevation view, the sample frame

member 10 (of FIGs. 2A and 2B) coupled to the first standard wall panel 61 (as illustrated in

FIG. 3 A and 3B) using the first rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector 70 and the second

perpendicular connector 75 and using a third rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector 80 and

a fourth rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector 85.

The third perpendicular connector 80 has a third insert end 81 and an opposed third

anchor end 82. The third insert end 81 comprises two components, namely, a third knife-edge

probe 83 and an adjacent spaced-apart third toe hold 84. In practice, the third toe hold 84 is

inserted at an oblique angle under the thumb-lock grip 12 of the sample frame member 10 and

then the third anchor end 82 is eased towards the second inside wall 65 of the second wall

panel 64 such that the third anchor end 82 communicates with and stabilizes the second wall

panel 64. Simultaneously with the easing of the third anchor end 82 towards the second inside

wall 65, the third knife edge probe 83 is slidingly inserted into the corner groove 52 of the

sample frame member 10 and alongside the first knife edge probe 73 of the first perpendicular

connector 70 thereby locking the third perpendicular connector 80 t o the sample frame

member 10 and stabilizing the second wall panel 64 to the sample frame member 10.

For increased stability of the assembly, a fourth rod-like snap-in perpendicular

connector 85 having a fourth insert end 86 and an opposed fourth anchor end 87 is used . The

fourth insert end 86 comprises two components, namely, a fourth knife-edge probe 88 and an

adjacent spaced-apart forth toe hold 89. In practice, the fourth toe hold 89 is inserted at an

oblique angle under the thumb-lock grip 18 of the sample frame member 10 and then the

fourth anchor end 87 is eased towards the second outside wall 66 of the second wall panel 64

such that the fourth anchor end 87 communicates with and stabilizes the second wall panel 64.

Simultaneously with the easing of the fourth anchor end 87 towards the second inside wall 65,

the fourth knife edge probe 88 is slidingly inserted into the corner groove 58 of the sample

frame member 10 thereby locking the fourth perpendicular connector 85 t o the sample frame

member 10 and stabilizing the second wall panel 64 to the sample frame member 10. The

plurality of frame members 101 may be connected together in other arrangements by using

further snap-in and slide-in connection components.

Custom reinforcement brackets

When required by the structural capacity req uirements of the final design, the

connections of the frame members to each other may be reinforced using standard angle

brackets and corner brackets that are available in the industry. Preferably, custom

reinforcement brackets of the present invention as described below are provided . In the

description below, all of the custom reinforcement brackets are described as being

substantially planar meaning that the base plate mold is planar except for the alignment guides

that project upwards at a right angle t o the base plate; the raised locking dimples, and the

flutes which also project upwards from the base plate. The custom reinforcement brackets are



typically fabricated by injection molding from materials such as steel, aluminum, plastic, and

rubber. In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the custom reinforcement brackets

described below have a nominal thickness of 1/16 . The custom reinforcement brackets

described below are designed and configured to securely bind together a selection of standard

hollow rectangular pipes or tubes or wood framing rails as available in the industry.

Custom reinforcement corner bracket

Referring to FIG. 4A, in a perspective top view, and to FIG. 4B, in a perspective side

view, there is illustrated a custom reinforcement corner bracket 200 designed and configured

to securely bind together, at a right angle t o each other, two rail members of an embodiment

of the present invention .

The custom reinforcement corner bracket 200 is constructed from a substantially planar

base plate 202 having a horizontal arm 204 and a vertical arm 206, the horizontal arm 204 and

the vertical arm 206 meeting at a right angle.

For increased strength, the base plate 202 is provided with at least one flute 208

running along the horizontal arm 204 and extending along the vertical arm 206. An alignment

lip 210 projects upward at a right angle t o the base plate 202. The alignment lip 210 lies

perpendicular to the internal angle bisector of the horizontal arm 204 and the vertical arm 206.

The base plate 202 is provided with a triangular dimple 212 between the alignment lip 210 and

the at least one flute 208 which triangular dimple 212 extends upwards from the plane of the

base plate 202. The triangular dimple 212 is located along the internal angle bisector of the

horizontal arm 204 and the vertical arm 206 and is oriented such that one apex of the

triangular dimple 212 points towards the intersection point of the horizontal arm 204 and the

vertical arm 206. A plurality of through-holes 214 positioned along the horizontal arm 204 and

the vertical arm 206 are provided for receiving a bolt (not shown) for securing the custom

reinforcement corner bracket 200 t o a rail member (not shown). Preferably, the rail member is

selected from the plurality of frame members 101 of the present invention .

Custom reinforcement t-bracket

Referring to FIG. 5A, in a perspective top view, and to FIG. 5B, in a perspective side

view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement t-bracket 220 of an embodiment of the

present invention . The custom reinforcement t-bracket 220 is designed and configured to

securely bind together, in a t-shape orientation, two rail members (not shown) of the present

invention . The custom reinforcement t-bracket 220 is designed t o accept any rail members

that are standard hollow rectangular pipes or tubes as available in the industry. Preferably, the

rail members are of the design and configuration of one of the plurality of frame members 101

of the present invention . Typically, the custom reinforcement t-bracket 220 is fabricated by

injection molding and is substantially planar.



The custom reinforcement t-bracket 220 has a first t-arm 222 and a second t-arm 224,

the first t-arm 222 and the second t-arm 224 meeting at a right angle, and the second t-arm

224 extends outward from the midpoint of the first t-arm 222. For increased strength, the t -

bracket 220 is provided with at least one vertical flute 226 running along the first t-arm 222

and with at least one horizontal flute 228 extending along the second t-arm 224. A top guide

lip 230 and a bottom guide lip 232 projects upward at a right angle t o the plane of the t-bracket

220. The top guide lip 230 and the bottom guide lip 232 spaced radially away from the

intersection of the first t-arm 222 and the second t-arm 224. The top guide lip 222 is oriented

at 45 degrees with respect t o the second t-arm 224 and the bottom guide lip 232 is oriented at

-45 degrees with respect t o the second t-arm 224. The t-bracket 220 is provided with a top

triangular dimple 234 and a bottom triangle dimple 236 which extend upwards from the plane

of the t-bracket 220. The top triangular dimple 234 is placed between the at least one

horizontal flute 228 and the top guide lip 230. The bottom triangular dimple 236 is placed

between the at least one horizontal flute 228 and the bottom guide lip 232.

Both the top triangular dimple 234 and the bottom triangle dimple 236 are oriented

such that one apex of each respective triangular dimple is pointed towards the intersection

point of the first t-arm 222 and the second t-arm 224. A plurality of bolt through-holes 238 are

positioned along the first t-arm 222 and the second t-arm 224 and are provided for receiving a

bolt (not shown) for securing the custom reinforcement t-bracket 220 t o the chosen rail

members.

Custom reinforcement three-way bracket

Referring to FIG. 6A, in a perspective top view, and t o FIG. 6B, in a perspective side

view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement three-way bracket 240 of an embodiment of

the present invention. The custom reinforcement three-way bracket is designed and

configured to securely bind together three rail members (not shown), said three rail members

extending out from a common bracket corner point 242. Preferably, the rail members are of

the design and configuration of one of the plurality of frame members 101 of the present

invention . Typically, the custom reinforcement three-way bracket 240 is fabricated by injection

molding and is substantially planar. In one embodiment of the invention, the three-way

bracket 240 has a nominal thickness of 1/16 .

The custom reinforcement three-way bracket 240 has a first horizontal arm 244, a

central arm 246, and a first vertical arm 248 extending outward from the common bracket

corner point 242, wherein said first horizontal arm 244 extends outwards horizontally from the

common bracket corner point 242 and the first vertical arm extends outwards vertically from

the common bracket corner point 242 The central arm extends outwards from the common

bracket corner point 242 and along the internal angle bisector of the first horizontal arm 244

and the first vertical arm 248.



For increased strength, the three-way bracket 240 is provided with at least one flute

250, 252, 254 running along each of the first horizontal arm 244, the central arm 246, and the

first vertical arm 248.

A first guide lip 256 and a second guide lip 258 projects upward at a right angle to the

plane of the three-way bracket 240. The first guide lip 256 and the second guide lip 258 spaced

radially away from the bracket corner point 242. The first guide lip 256 is oriented

perpendicularly to the internal angle bisector of the first horizontal arm 244 of the three-way

bracket 240 and the central arm 246 of the three-way bracket 240. The second guide lip 258 is

oriented perpendicularly t o the internal angle bisector of the first vertical arm 248 of the three-

way bracket 240 and the central arm 246 of the three-way bracket 240.

The three-way bracket 240 is provided with a first triangular dimple 260 and a second

triangular dimple 262 which extend upwards from the plane of the t hree-way bracket 240. The

first triangular dimple 260 is placed between the at least one flute 250 extending along the first

horizontal arm 244 and the at least one flute 252 extending along the central arm 246. The

second triangular dimple 262 is placed between the at least one flute 250 extending along the

first vertical arm 248 and the at least one flute 252 extending along the central arm 246.

Both the first triangular dimple 260 and the second triangular dimple 262 are oriented

such that one apex of each respective triangular dimple is pointed towards the bracket corner

point 242 of the three-way bracket 240. A plurality of bracket through-holes 264 are

positioned spaced-apart along the first horizontal arm 244, the central arm 246 and the first

vertical arm 248 said plurality of bracket through-holes dimensioned and configured for

receiving a bolt (not shown) for securing the custom reinforcement three-way bracket 240 t o

the chosen rail members.

The custom reinforcement three-way corner bracket 240 may be view as one quadrant

of a custom reinforcement eight-way bracket 270 illustrated, in a perspective top view, in FIG.

7A and in a perspective side view, in FIG.7B, and described in detail below.

Custom reinforcement eight-way bracket

Referring to FIG. 7A, in a perspective top view, and to FIG. 7B, in a perspective side

view, there is illustrated, the custom reinforcement eight-way bracket 270 of an embodiment

of the present invention . The custom reinforcement eight-way bracket 270 is substantially a

planar disc having a centre point 272, an outer diameter 274, and a lock location diameter 276

said lock location diameter 276 being less than the outer diameter 274. A plurality of guide

tabs 278 are equally spaced apart around the outer diameter 274 of the eight-way bracket 270.

Each one of the plurality of guide tabs 278 projects upward at a right angle to the main plane of

the eight-way bracket 270. A plurality of raised triangular locking dimples 280 are equally

spaced apart at the lock location diameter 276 such that each one of the plurality of locking

dimples 280 is aligned with one of the plurality of guide tabs 278, and whereby an apex of each



one of the plurality of triangular locking dimples 280 points toward the centre point 272 of the

eight-way bracket 270. For increased structural strength, a star patterned flute 282, having at

least eight rays, projects outward from the centre point 272 of the eight-way bracket 270. A

plurality of screw through holes 284 are provided spaced apart around each of the triangular

locking dimples 280.

The custom reinforcement eight-way bracket is designed and configured to securely

bind together a plurality of rails (not shown) said plurality of rails extending outwards from the

centre point 272 of the eight-way bracket 270. Preferably, the rails are of the design and

configuration of one of the plurality of frame members 101 of the present invention .

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the custom reinforcement eight-way

bracket 270 is fabricated by injection molding to a thickness of 1/16" and is substantially

planar; the outer diameter 274 is 8 "; the lock location diameter 276 is 6"; the plurality of

guide tabs and the plurality of triangular locking dimples 280 each comprise a set of 8; each

one of the plurality of locking dimples 280 is fabricated as an equilateral triangle having 1"

edge lengths; and each one of the plurality of guide tabs has a length of 1 34".

Referring to FIG. 7C, in a perspective top and side view, there is illustrated, a front

custom reinforcement eight-way bracket 286 of an embodiment of the present invention in

use to secure a plurality of rails 288.

The plurality of rails 288 may be any standard hollow rectangular pipes or tubes as

available in the industry. Preferably, the plurality of rails 288 are selected from the plurality of

frame members 101 of the present invention . The front eight-way bracket 286 is identical in

construction and functionality and has all of the attributes of the custom reinforcement eight-

way bracket 270 described above including having guide tabs, triangular locking dimples, and

screw through holes.

In practice, a first rail 290 of the plurality of rails 288, is slidingly inserted along the

plane of the front eight-way bracket 286 and between a pair of neighbouring guide tabs 292

and between a corresponding pair of neighbouring triangular locking dimples 294 such that the

fist rail 290 projects along the plane of the front eight-way bracket 286 and through an

opposing pair of neighbouring triangular locking dimples 296 and through an opposing pair of

neighbouring guide tabs 298.

The pair of neighbouring guide tabs 292 assists the user to properly position the first

rail 290 of the plurality of rails 288 whereas the corresponding pair of neighbouring triangular

locking dimples 294 locks the first rail 290 in place by preventing off-axis movement of the first

rail 290.

Other rails of the plurality of rails 288 may then be inserted along the plane of the front

eight-way bracket 288 until they abut the first rail 290. Where further structural support is

required a back eight-way bracket 300 is used t o sandwich the plurality of rails 288. The back



eight-way bracket 300 is identical in construction and functionality and has all of the attributes

of the custom reinforcement eight-way bracket 270 described above including having guide

tabs, triangular locking dimples, and screw through holes.

Custom reinforcement five-point bracket

Referring t o FIG. 8A, in a perspective top view, and to FIG. 8B, in a perspective side

view, there is illustrated, a custom reinforcement five-point bracket 310 of an embodiment of

the present invention. The custom reinforcement five-point bracket 310 may be viewed as

one-half of the custom reinforcement eight-way bracket 270 described above in detail .

The custom reinforcement five-point bracket 310 is a substantially planar half-disc

having a semi-circle edge 312 and a linear edge 314, said linear edge 314 having a mid-point

315. At least four equally spaced apart five-point guide tabs 318, said five-point guide tabs 318

spaced apart around the semi-circle edge 312, are provided . Each of the plurality of five-point

guide tabs 318, projects upward at a right angle t o the main plane of the five-point bracket

310. At least four raised triangles 320 having one apex directed towards the midpoint 315 of

the linear edge 314 are provided, one each of the at least four five-point guide tabs 318 being

in line with one each of the at least four five-point guide tabs 318 and the mid-point 315 of the

linear edge 314.

For increased structural strength, a five-point flute 316, having at least five rays,

projecting outwards from the mid-point 315 and extendint out between each of the at least

four guide tabs 318 and further extending in both ways from the mid-point 315 along the

linear edge 314 is provided . A plurality of fastener through holes 322 are provided spaced

apart around each of the raised triangles 320 and along the linear edge 314.

The custom reinforcement five-point bracket is designed and configured to securely

bind together a plurality of rails (not shown), said plurality of rails extending outwards from the

mid-point 315 of the linear edge 314 of the five-point bracket 310. Preferably, the rails are of

the design and configuration of one of the plurality of frame members 101 of the present

invention .

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the custom reinforcement five-point

bracket 310 is fabricated by injection molding to a thickness of 1/16" and is substantially

planar.

Custom reinforcement cross-bracket

Referring t o FIG. 9A, in a perspective top view, and to FIG. 9B, in a perspective side

view, there is illustrated, the custom reinforcement cross bracket 324 of an embodiment of the

present invention . The custom reinforcement cross bracket 324 may be viewed as comprising

the merger of two of the custom reinforcement t-bracket 220, described in detail above, such

that input rails (not shown) may be placed and secured in a cross-shaped pattern. The rails



may be standard hollow rectangular pipes or tubes as available in the industry. Preferably, the

rails are of the design and configuration of one of the plurality of frame members 101 of the

present invention .

The custom reinforcement cross bracket 324 is substantially planar having a cross

centre 326, and four mutually perpendicular arms 328 extending outwards from the cross

centre 326.

Four rail guides 330, each projecting upward at a right angle t o the plane of the cross-

bracket 324, are provided . The four rail guides 330 are spaced radially away from the cross

centre 326, each one of the four guide rails 330 are oriented perpendicularly t o one each of

the internal angle bisectors of the four arms 328 of the cross bracket 324.

The cross bracket 324 is further provided with a set of four spaced apart raised

triangular locks 332. Each one of the set of four raised triangular locks 332 being in line with

the cross centre 326 and one each of the four rail guides 330. Each one of the set of four

raised triangular locks 332 has one apex pointed towards the cross centre 326 of the cross

bracket 324.

For increased structural strength, the cross bracket 324 is provided with at least one

cross-shaped flute 334 extending outwards from the cross centre 326 and running along each

one of the four mutually perpendicular arms 328.

A plurality of screw through-hole sites 336 are positioned along the four mutually

perpendicular arms 328 and are provided for receiving a screw (not shown) for securing the

custom reinforcement cross bracket 324 t o the chosen rails.

Example structure

The structural capacity of the fully constructed final structure can be increased by

securing together multiple snap-in framing members t o act as a single but larger structural

framing member by use of the snap-in and slide-in connection components of the present

invention and discussed above. The snap-in framing members are further stabilized by using

the custom reinforcement brackets of the present invention .

The easy quick connect structural system is a very versatile structural framing system

which is useful for framing design projects quickly and efficiently. The main advantage to the

design of the easy quick connect structural system is that it facilitates quick setup for any

structural framing requirement size with simple future expandability opportunities.

The base model frame structure is a special frame with a unique size of 12' wide x 20'

length x 8' height dimensions that is new to the portable or prefabricated housing market

place. Embodiments of the invention include a rigid option and a folding option .



Referring to FIG. 10, in a front elevation view, there is illustrated a super structure 338

comprising many of the elements of the present invention including frame members 340, and

custom reinforcement brackets 342.

Accessory mounting

The main channels, stub-nosed channels and the claw assemblies provided in each of

the plurality of frame members provide convenient sites for accepting, mounting and securing

further components.

For example, referring to FIG. 11, in an end and side perspective view, there is

illustrated a ledge insert 400 inserted into the sample frame member 10 of FIG. 2B of an

embodiment of the present invention . The ledge insert 400 has a vertical backbone 402 and a

horizontal ledge 404 affixed thereto and projecting horizontally away therefrom . Opposed to

the horizontal ledge 404, the ledge insert 400 is provided with an upper stub-nosed mate 406

and a lower stub-nosed mate 408 affixed to the vertical backbone 402. The upper stub-nosed

mate 406 and the lower stub-nosed mate 408 are spaced apart for insertion into the stub-nose

channels 36 and 38 of the sample frame member 10. Intermediate between the upper stub-

nosed mate 406 and the lower stub-nosed mate 408 an outer main channel insertion probe

410 projects outwards from the vertical backbone 402. The outer main channel insertion

probe 410 is designed and configured for insertion into the outer main channel 28 of the

sample frame member 10. In practice, the upper stub-nosed mate 406 and lower sub-nosed

mate 408 are slidingly inserted into the stub-nosed channels 36 and 38 of the sample frame

member 10 and, simultaneously, the outer main channel insertion probe 410 is slidingly

inserted into the outer main channel 28 of the sample frame member 10. The horizontal ledge

404 may be used t o support a box 412, for example, and other horizontal connection

components such as flooring, decking, and joists.

This mounting means may be used t o support other components. Referring to FIG.

12A, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a hinge flap 420, The hinge flap

420 comprises a planar rectangular flap face 422, having a top edge 423, and a mounting

surface 424 opposed to the planar flap face 422. A pair of spaced apart stub-nosed mates 426

and a central outer main channel mate 428 located between the pair of stub-nosed mates 426

project outwards from the mounting surface 424. The hinge flap 420 is further provided with a

pin cylinder 429 running axially half-way along the top edge 423 of the planar rectangular flap

face 422.

Referring to FIG. 12B, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated the hinge

flap 420 of FIG. 12A mounted into a first frame member 430 t o form a left hinge element 450.

The first frame member 430 is selected from the plurality of frame members 101 and has all

the attributes thereof. The pair of stub-nosed mates 426 of the hinge flap 420 are slidingly

inserted into the pair of stub-nosed channels that run axially along one outer wall of the first

frame member 430 and, sim ultaneously, the central outer main channel mate 428 is slidingly

inserted into a main channel of the first frame member 430, said main channel running axially



along the outer wall of the first frame member 430 and located midway between the pair of

stub-nosed channels of the outer wall of the first frame member 430.

Referring t o FIG. 12C, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a second

hinge flap 432 mounted into a second frame member 434 t o form a right hinge element 451.

The second hinge flap 432 is identical in construction t o the first hinge flap 420 and the second

frame member 434 is identical in construction t o the first frame member 430.

The second hinge flap 432 has a second planar flap face 442, having a second top edge

443, and a second opposed mounting surface 444. The second mounting surface is further

provided with a second pair of spaced apart stub-nosed mates 446 and a second central outer

main channel mate 448. The second hinge flap 432 is further provided with a second pin

cylinder 449 running axially half-way along the second top edge 443 of the second planar flap

face 442.

The second pair of stub-nosed mates 446 is slidingly inserted into a pair of stub-nosed

channels of the second frame member 434 and, sim ultaneously, the second central outer main

channel mate 448 is slidingly inserted into an outer main channel of the second frame member

434, said outer main channel running axially along the second frame member 434 between the

pair of stub-nosed channels of the second frame member 434.

Referring t o FIG. 12D, in an end and side perspective view, there is illustrated a hinge

assembly 452 comprising the left hinge element 450 of FIG. 12B set side-by-side t o the right

hinge element 451 of FIG. 12C. In operation, the second frame member 434 is oriented

parallel t o the first frame member 430, such that the planar flap face 422 of the first hinge flap

420 sandwiches against the second planar flap face 442 of the second hinge flap 432. A pin

436 is slidingly inserted into the pin cylinder 429 and through the second pin cylinder 449 such

that the hinge flap 420 and the second hinge flap 432 together can act as a hinge.

Other variations and modifications of the invention are possible and aspects of some of

these have been described above. For example, the base model frame structure is designed t o

be a basic construction unit cell or a building block. Each base model frame structure can be

joined to another base model frame structure on any of the side elevations (including the top

and bottom) in order t o increase the square footage for useable and enclosed area . A

structure folding option can be built-in t o the basic model by using snap-in or slide in

connection components that have been designed and constructed as a hinge. The central

hollow longitudinal chamber may be caste as a longitudinal cylinder. The ledge insert may be

adapted t o support vertical connection structures such as vertical walls, connection support

accessories for wall panels and even providing vertical wall air gaps/spacing. All such

modifications or variations and others that will occur t o those skilled in the design of such

systems are considered t o be within the sphere and scope of the invention as defined by the

claims appended hereto.

THE EM BODI M ENTS O F THE INVENTION IN W HICH AN EXCLUSIVE PROPE RTY O R PRIVILEG E IS

CLAI M ED ARE DEFI NED AS FOLLOWS:



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . An elongate rectangular prism frame member, having a first end and a second end

longitudinally opposed thereto, the frame member having four external walls and four

corners, the frame member further comprising:

a) a corner groove situated at each corner, said corner groove running axially along the

frame member and spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o the

second end;

b) a central hollow longitudinal chamber, having four surrounding internal walls, said

central chamber spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o the

second end;

c) at least one hollow longitudinal sub-trade chamber off-center of the central chamber,

said sub-trade chamber spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o

the second end;

d) at least one outer main channel positioned in the center of any one of the external

walls of the frame member, said outer main channel spanning the length of the frame

member from the first end t o the second end;

e) a pair of stub-nosed channels flanking each at least one outer main channel, said pair of

stub-nosed channels spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o the

second end;

f ) a pair of opposed claw assemblies flanking each corner groove, said pair of opposed

claw assemblies spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o the

second end;

wherein

each one of the pair of claw assemblies comprises a finger-grip and an opposed thumb-

lock.

2 . The frame member of Claim 1 wherein the frame member is fabricated from a material

selected from the group consisting of steel, aluminum, plastic and rubber.

3 . A rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector designed and configured to snap-in and secure,

in a perpendicular arrangement, a first elongate rectangular prism frame member having a

thumb-lock grip and an adjacent corner groove, and a standard wall panel having a first

wall and an opposed second wall, said rod-like snap-in perpendicular connector comprising:

a) an insert end designed and configured to mate with the first frame member; and



b) an opposed anchor end designed and configured to snap-in, mate, and brace the

standard wall panel through contact with either one of the first wall and the second

wall;

wherein

the insert end comprises a knife-edge probe and an adjacent spaced apart toe-hold and

wherein the toe hold is designed and configured to slide-in and mate with the thumb-

lock grip of the first frame member and the knife-edge probe is designed and

configured for insertion into the corner groove of the first frame member.

A custom reinforcement bracket designed and configured to securely bind a plurality of

ongate rectangular prism frame members together said reinforcement bracket comprising:

a) a planar base plate;

b) a plurality of guide tabs spaced apart for receiving and guiding one of the plurality of

frame members, said plurality of guide tabs projecting upwards from the base plate;

c) a plurality of raised dimples spaced apart on the base plate, said raised dimples for

receiving and securing the one of the plurality of frame members;

d) at least one flute spanning the base plate, said at least one flute for increased structural

strength of the base plate.

A custom reinforcement corner bracket, designed and configured to securely bind two

i l members together at a right angle t o each other, said custom reinforcement corner

racket comprising:

a) a substantially planar base plate having a horizontal arm and a vertical arm

extending at right angles t o each other;

b) at least one flute running along the horizontal arm and extending along the vertical

arm;

c) an alignment lip projecting upward from the base plate, said alignment lip oriented

perpendicularly to the internal angle bisector of the horizontal arm and the vertical

arm;

d) a raised triangular impression between the alignment lip and the at least one flute,

the triangular impression located along the internal angle bisector of the horizontal

arm and the vertical arm, said triangular impression oriented such that one apex of

the triangular impression points towards the intersection point of the horizontal

arm and the vertical arm;



e) a plurality of through-holes positioned along the horizontal arm and the vertical

arm, said through-holes dimensioned and configured for receiving a bolt.

6 . A custom reinforcement t-bracket, designed and configured to securely bind two rail

members together in a t-shaped orientation, said custom reinforcement t-bracket comprising:

a) a first arm having a midpoint;

b) a second arm, said second arm extending outward from the midpoint of the first

arm and wherein the second arm is oriented at a right angle t o the first arm, said

first arm and said second arm oriented in a plane;

c) at least one vertical flute running along the first arm;

d) at least one horizontal flute running along the second arm;

e) a pair of guide lips projecting upward at a right angle t o the plane of the first arm

and the second arm, the pair of guide lips spaced apart to accept a frame member

there between, said pair of guide lips spaced radially away from the intersection

point of the first arm and the second arm;

f ) a pair of raised triangular dimples oriented such that one apex of each one of the

pair of raised triangular dimples is directed towards the intersection point of the

first arm and the second arm and wherein the pair of raised triangular dimples is

located raidally, intermediate between the first arm and the second arm and the

pair of guide lips;;

wherein the pair of raised triangular dimples is spaced apart to accept a accept the

frame member there between and prevent the frame member from undertaking

any off-access motion.

7 . A custom reinforcement three-way bracket designed and configured to securely bind

three rail members together, said three rail members extending out from a common bracket

corner point, said custom reinforcement three-way bracket comprising:

a first horizontal arm, a central arm, and a first vertical arm, each arm extending

outwards from the common bracket corner point, and wherein said first horizontal arm and

said first vertical arm are perpendicular to each other, and wherein the central arm extends

outwards from the common bracket corner point and along the internal angle bisector of the

first horizontal arm and the first vertical arm, said custom reinforcement three-way bracket

further comprising:

a) at least one flute running along each one of the first horizontal arm, the central

arm, and the first vertical arm;



b) a first guide lip and a second guide lip, both the first guide lip and the second guide

lip projecting upwards at a right angle t o the plane of the three-way bracket, the

first guide lip and the second guide lip spaced radially away from the bracket corner

point, wherein said first guide lip is oriented perpendicularly to the internal angle

bisector of the first horizontal arm of the three-way bracket and the central arm of

the three-way bracket, and wherein the second guide lip is oriented perpendicularly

to the internal angle bisector of the first vertical arm of the three-way bracket and

the central arm of the three-way bracket;

c) a first raised triangular dimple extending upwards from the plane of the three-way

bracket and oriented such that one apex of the first raised triangular dimple is

pointed towards the common bracket corner point of the three-way bracket, and

wherein the first triangular dimple is placed between the at least one flute

extending along the first horizontal arm and the at least one flute extending along

the central arm;

d) a second raised triangular dimple extending upwards from the plane of the three-

way bracket and oriented such that one apex of the second raised triangular dimple

is pointed towards the common bracket corner point of the three-way bracket, and

wherein the second triangular dimple is placed between the at least one flute

extending along the first vertical arm and the at least one flute extending along the

central arm;

e) a plurality of through-holes spaced apart along each of the first horizontal arm, the

central arm, and the first vertical arm .

8 . A custom reinforcement eight-way bracket designed and configured to securely bind

eight rail members together, said eight rail members extending out from a centre point of the

custom reinforcement eight-way bracket, said custom reinforcement eight-way bracket

comprising:

a) an outer diameter;

b) a lock location diameter less than the outer diameter;

c) a plurality of guide tabs equally spaced apart around the outer diameter, said one of

said plurality of guide tabs projecting upwards at a right angle t o the plane of the

custom reinforcement eight-way bracket;

d) a plurality of raised triangular dimples equally spaced apart around the lock location

diameter and each one of the plurality of raised triangular dimples in line with one

of the plurality of guide tabs and wherein an apex of each one of the plurality of



triangular locking dimples points toward the centre point of the custom

reinforcement eight-way bracket;

e) a star patterned flute, having at least eight rays, projects outward from the centre

point of the custom reinforcement eight-way bracket;

f ) a plurality of through-holes spaced apart around each one of the plurality of raised

triangular dimples.

9 . A custom reinforcement five-point bracket designed and configured to securely bind

five rail members together, said custom reinforcement five-point bracket comprising:

a) a semi-circle edge;

b) a linear edge, said linear edge having a mid-point;

c) at least four guide tabs equally spaced apart around the semi-circle edge and

projecting upward at a right angle t o the main plane of the custom reinforcement

five-point bracket;

d) least four raised triangles each one of said at least four raised triangles having one

apex directed towards the midpoint of the linear edge, said at least four raised

triangles equally spaced apart, each one of said at least four raised triangles in line

with one of the at least four guide tabs and the mid-point of the linear edge;

e) a flute having at least five rays projecting outwards from the mid-point of the linear

edge;

f ) a plurality of through-holes spaced apart around each of the raised triangles.

10. A custom reinforcement cross bracket designed and configured to securely bind four

frame members together in a cross-shaped pattern, said custom reinforcement cross bracket

comprising:

a) a cross centre point;

b) four mutually perpendicular arms extending outwards from the cross centre

point;

c) four rail guides each projecting upward at a right angle t o the plane of the cross

bracket, said four rail guides spaced radially away from the cross centre, each

one of the four guide rails oriented perpendicularly to one each of the internal

angle bisectors of the four arms of the cross bracket;



d) four spaced apart raised triangular locks, each one of the four raised triangular

locks placed in line with the cross centre and one each of the four rail guides,

and wherein each one of the four raised triangular locks has one apex pointed

towards the cross centre of the cross bracket;

e) at least one cross-shaped flute extending outwards from the cross centre and

running along each one of the four mutually perpendicular arms;

f ) a plurality of through-holes positioned along the four mutually perpendicular

arms.

11. A kit for an easy quick connect structural system for constructing framework structures

comprising:

a) a plurality of elongate rectangular prism frame members, each one of the plurality of

frame members having a first end and a second end longitudinally opposed thereto,

four external walls and four corners, each one of the plurality of frame members

further comprising:

i) a corner groove situated at each corner, said corner groove running axially along

each one of the frame members and spanning the length thereof;

ii) a central hollow longitudinal chamber, having four surrounding internal walls,

said central chamber spanning the length of each one of the frame members

from the first end to the second end;

iii) at least one hollow longitudinal sub-trade chamber off-center of the central

chamber, said sub-trade chamber spanning the length of each one of the

plurality of frame members from the first end t o the second end;

iv) at least one outer main channel positioned in the center of any one of the

external walls of each one of the plurality of frame members, said outer main

channel spanning the length of the frame member from the first end t o the

second end;

v) a pair of stub-nosed channels flanking each at least one outer main channel, said

pair of stub-nosed channels spanning the length of the frame member from the

first end t o the second end;

vi) a pair of opposed claw assemblies flanking each corner groove, said pair of

opposed claw assemblies spanning the length of the frame member from the

first end t o the second end;

wherein



each one of the pair of claw assemblies comprises a finger-grip and an opposed thumb-

lock.

b) a plurality of snap-in perpendicular connectors each one of the plurality of snap-in

perpendicular connectors having a first perpendicular connector end and an opposed

anchor end, said anchor end designed and configured to snap-in, mate, and brace

against a standard wall panel, the first perpendicular connector end comprising a knife-

edge probe and an adjacent spaced apart toe-hold and wherein the toe hold is

designed and configured to slide-in and mate with the thumb-lock grip of a selected

one of the plurality of frame members and the knife-edge probe is designed and

configured for insertion into the corner groove of the selected one of the plurality of

frame members;

c) a plurality of custom reinforcement brackets designed and configured to securely bind

together a selection of the plurality of the frame members said reinforcement brackets

comprising:

i) a planar base plate;

ii) a plurality of guide tabs spaced apart for receiving and guiding the selection of

the plurality of frame members, said plurality of guide tabs projecting upwards

from the base plate;

iii) a plurality of raised dimples spaced apart on the base plate, said raised dimples

for receiving and securing the selection of the plurality of frame members;

iv) at least one flute spanning the base plate, said at least one flute for increased

structural strength of the base plate;

12. The kit of Claim 11 wherein the plurality of custom reinforcement brackets comprises a

plurality of custom reinforcement corner brackets.

13. The kit of Claim 11 wherein the plurality of custom reinforcement brackets comprises a

plurality of custom reinforcement t-brackets.

14. The kit of Claim 11 where in the plurality of custom reinforcement brackets comprises a

plurality of custom reinforcement three-way brackets.

15. The kit of Claim 11 wherein the plurality of custom reinforcement brackets comprises a

plurality of custom reinforcement eight-way brackets.

16. The kit of Claim 11 wherein the plurality of custom reinforcement brackets comprises a

plurality of custom reinforcement five-point brackets.



17. The kit of Claim 11 wherein the plurality of custom reinforcement brackets comprises a

plurality of custom reinforcement cross brackets.

18. The kit of Claim 11 further comprising at least one ledge insert said ledge insert

comprising a vertical backbone and a horizontal ledge affixed thereto and projecting

horizontally away therefrom; an upper stub-nosed mate and a lower stub-nosed mate affixed

to the vertical backbone wherein the upper stub-nosed mate and the lower stub-nosed mate

are designed and configured for insertion into the pair of stub-nose channels of one of the

plurality of elongate rectangular prism frame members; an outer main channel insertion probe

projecting outwards from the vertical backbone, said outer main channel insertion probe

designed and configured for insertion into the at least one outer main channel of the one of

the plurality of elongate rectangular prism frame members.

19. The kit of Claim 11 further comprising at least one ledge insert said ledge insert

comprising a vertical backbone and a vertical ledge affixed thereto and projecting vertically

away therefrom; an upper stub-nosed mate and a lower stub-nosed mate affixed to the

vertical backbone wherein the upper stub-nosed mate and the lower stub-nosed mate are

designed and configured for insertion into the pair of stub-nose channels of one of the plurality

of elongate rectangular prism frame members; an outer main channel insertion probe

projecting outwards from the vertical backbone, said outer main channel insertion probe

designed and configured for insertion into the at least one outer main channel of the one of

the plurality of elongate rectangular prism frame members.

20. The kit of Claim 11 further comprising at least one hinge flap, said hinge flap

comprising a planar rectangular flap face, having a top edge, and a mounting surface opposed

to the planar flap face; a pair of spaced apart stub-nosed mates and a central outer main

channel mate located between the pair of stub-nosed mates , said pair of spaced apart stub-

nosed mates and said central outer main channel mate projecting outwards from the mounting

surface; a pin cylinder running axially half-way along the top edge of the planar rectangular

flap face.
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